Blue Light Partners with Rosoka Software
Blue Light joins Rosoka’s Business Partner Program as a Reseller of Rosoka Advanced Text
Analytics Technology for IBM’s ® i2® Analyst’s Notebook®
HERNDON, VA, USA, April 17, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rosoka Software, Inc., a leading provider
of multilingual text analytics and extraction solutions, announced today that Blue Light, LLC has joined
the Rosoka Reseller program.
Rosoka Software is a developer of software solutions that extract meaningful insights from
unstructured multilingual text. Rosoka’s language analysis and entity extraction software is used in
the US and abroad in the defense and intelligence industry to provide insights for counterterrorism,
cybersecurity, and law enforcement analysis.
Rosoka Text Analytics for i2 Analyst’s Notebook combines multilingual text analytics with the proven
structured text analytics and visualization of the i2 Analysts’ Notebook solution to help users
effectively extract insight from the growing number of unstructured documents. The tightly integrated
Rosoka Text Analytics application identifies entities, relationships, and locations in documents in over
200 languages, with insights made available to the Analyst’s Notebook user in the application. The
integrated solution delivers advanced features that turbocharge analysis from processing to
presentation.
As a Reseller of the Rosoka Text Analytics for the i2 Analyst’s Notebook solution, Blue Light will
provide unstructured text analytics capabilities to Analyst’s Notebook clients. In addition to providing
the Rosoka Text Analytics solution, Blue Light will offer full training on the integrated solution to i2
users.
Ed Boggess, Vice President of Blue Light said “We are thrilled to partner with Rosoka. As a prior
analyst myself, this is a product that analysts have been waiting on for some time now. This analysis
and entity extraction software arms the analysts with a tool that will speed up their workflow by its
ability to convert unstructured data into entities and links to uncover hidden associations.”
“We are excited to partner with Blue Light, as an IBM Business Partner and the premier IBM i2
training organization, Blue Light brings a wealth of expertise to our joint customers,” said Gregory
Roberts, CEO of Rosoka Software, “Blue Light’s expertise in helping clients fully leverage the power
of the IBM portfolio of solutions will enable them to effectively deliver the new unstructured text
analytics capabilities to the markets.”
About Blue Light
Blue Light is an IBM® Business Partner specializing in the sales, support, and training of the entire
IBM i2® portfolio of products. Blue Light has grown from an i2 training company to a one-stop shop
for all i2® related requirements including training, software sales, solution design, implementation,
integration, and ongoing technical support. Known for its commitment to i2 customer’s needs, Blue
Light has also developed the Blue Light Management Console (BLMC). The BLMC provides
customers with a federated search capability to all relational databases. For the first time, customers
can simultaneously access and analyze user data from disparate databases that have never before
been aggregated, decreasing analysis time and increasing business efficiencies. For more

information, visit www.bluelightllc.com.
IBM, i2 and Analyst's Notebook are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation,
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
About Rosoka Software
Rosoka pioneered the philosophy that the content should speak for itself. Rosoka's multilingual
product suite is used to enhance mission-critical solutions in a wide range of markets. Today Rosoka
software provides optimized insights by extracting entities, relationships, sentiment, and location from
documents in over 200 languages. For more information visit www.rosoka.com or write to
info@rosoka.com.
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